Thinking about Graduate School?
Think the University of Southern California!

USC Graduate Information Session
Wednesday October 20, 2010 at 6:30 p.m.

The Westin Michigan Avenue
Michigan Room
909 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Learn more about advancing your education at USC.
Representatives from the USC School of Policy, Planning, and Development and the Graduate & International Office of Admission will be on-hand to answer your questions.

Please RSVP at:http://www.usc.edu/admission/graduate/learn/InformationSession.html

SPPD offers graduate degree programs in public administration, public policy, urban planning, health administration, real estate development and executive leadership, among others. Reaching across disciplines – and sectors – SPPD works to find solutions to the complex governance challenges and critical issues of the 21st Century.

Global Reach:
SPPD’s international outreach began in the 1940s, and today boasts formal collaborations with premier universities, institutions and organizations around the globe, including the World Bank. Forty-five countries are represented in SPPD’s vibrant and diverse student body.

Leading Research:
SPPD research engages in real-world problem solving on issues such as the housing and financial crises, energy and the environment, health management and policy, infrastructure, collaborative governance, philanthropy, immigration, terrorism and mass emergencies, Latino policy and transportation challenges in metropolitan areas.

Local Impact:
Numerous programs and projects directly connect SPPD expertise to decision makers at the federal, state and local levels. The footprints of SPPD’s 16,000 graduates shape our world as leaders in government, nonprofit agencies and in the private sector — both here and abroad.

To learn more about SPPD, visit: www.usc.edu/sppd/